Introduction

The research group Changing Role of Europe (CREU) at The Hague University of Applied Sciences (THUAS) is led by Dr Mendeltje van Keulen, lector, and draws its research capacity from researcher-lecturers in various THUAS Programmes: European Studies, International and European Law, HBO-Rechten, Bedrijfskunde and the Graduate School. The diversity in specialization and background substantially enhances the multidisciplinary character of the research group and its work and, as this report will show, has allowed for active and fruitful collaboration.
Mission
The research group Changing Role of Europe at The Hague University of Applied Sciences has as its mission to strengthen the grip of (future) professionals on transnational politics and policy-making, whereby the central focus lies on the challenge of effective management of cross-border political, policy and societal issues with and within the European Union (EU). This is being pursued by the development of a The Hague-based ‘knowledge hub’ where researchers, lecturers, students and professionals jointly work on applied research projects, feeding into the education and professional practice of (future) professionals.

Aims
The research group Changing role of Europe focuses on three main clusters of activities:

1. To develop, manage and promote applied research at and by THUAS within innovative, multidisciplinary projects focused on new challenges and solutions in the governance of international affairs, in which students, lecturers, professors and professionals co-operate.

2. To improve and internationalize education and make (new) academic and practical knowledge and insights on international actors and developments feed into the classroom of European Studies, (International) public management and law.

3. To foster links between research, education and the professional field, through continuous exploration of new frameworks of governance and organization and speak and write about insights and case-studies with relevant actors (academics, civil servants, managers, diplomats, NGOs and citizens).

Global Governance
In 2019, the first steps were taken for the integration of our research group into the Centre of Expertise on Global Governance. Together with the research groups Multilevel Regulation (Barbara Warwas) and United Nations Studies in Peace and Justice (Alanna O’Malley) we drafted a first joint annual plan centered around the theme of ‘New Actors, New Solutions’.
WHO WE ARE

About the lector

Dr Mendeltje van Keulen

Mendeltje van Keulen is lector Changing Role of Europe since 1 January 2018. She has a PhD and MA European Public Administration (College of Europe, Bruges; EUI Florence, University of Twente). Her dissertation focused on the effects of EU policy shaping by the Dutch government in the field of natural gas and biotechnology. She worked as a (senior) research fellow for the Netherlands Institute for International Relations ‘Clingendael’, the WRR (Scientific Council for Government Policy) and various ministries. As team leader of the parliamentary EU staff in the Dutch parliament, she gained abundant practical experience in processes of Europeanisation and change management. Mendeltje van Keulen regularly publishes and teaches on European policy making for students and professionals. She frequently writes op-eds and commentaries in leading Dutch and European news outlets and is noted as a leading thinker in European affairs. Since 2019, Dr van Keulen has served as Chairperson of THUAS’ Workers Council (Hogeschool Raad). In this capacity she has taken impactful leadership role in discussions regarding research governance and funding at the University level and with a broad view to stakeholders inside and outside of the organization.

Research group members

Chris Aalberts

Eurosceptic parties in the European Parliament (EP) and national parliaments

0.2 FTE

Dr Chris Aalberts has written books on right wing populist parties, the European Union, social media, media relations and young people’s political engagement. Chris is a political reporter for ThePostOnline and a columnist at Noordhollands Dagblad, Haarlems Dagblad en de Gooi- en Eemlander (e.a.). He also writes for De Kanttekening. He is senior lecturer at THUAS Graduate School.

Santino Lo Bianco

Professionalisation of civil servants in EU affairs

0.2 FTE

Dr Santino Lo Bianco is senior lecturer at the HBO-Rechten Programme within THUAS. He teaches courses on policymaking processes in the EU, inter-institutional negotiations in the EU, democratization in the EU, EU justice and home affairs. He completed his PhD at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam in 2015 which focused on deliberation and change in the everyday practise of decision-making in EU justice and home affairs.

Rik-Jan Brinkman

Eurosceptic parties in the EU

0.2 FTE

Rik-Jan Brinkman is lecturer at European Studies. His research focuses on the role of Eurosceptic parties in EU Institutions such as the European Parliament and Council of the EU.
Guido van Hengel

European history and politics
0.2 FTE

Dr Guido van Hengel is a senior lecturer in European Studies. His main fields of research are in East- and Southeast-European past and present affairs. In 2018 he co-organized the international and interdisciplinary conference “Tuning into the Noise of Europe” at THUAS, which focused on the current and new narratives of Europe.

Mária Éva Földes

How to strike a balance between employers’ health and safety legal obligations and employees’ right to data protection in Europe
0.2 FTE

Dr Mária Éva Földes is lecturer in the International and European Law Programme. She earned her PhD degree at the Central European University, Budapest, Hungary. Prior to joining the THUAS LAW programme, she worked as post-doctoral researcher at Tilburg University, Department of European and International Public Law and TILEC – Tilburg Law and Economics Center. She also worked as assistant professor at the University of Vienna, Institute for European Integration Research. She is currently teaching diverse courses in the field of EU law. Her research focuses on the impact of internal market law and macroeconomic governance on healthcare systems in the EU.

Martijn Lak

Current Dutch-German relations and their impact on European defence and security matters
0.2 FTE

Dr Martijn Lak is a senior lecturer in European Studies and also teaches at the Erasmus University in Rotterdam where he had obtained his doctorate. Before joining THUAS, Martijn was lecturer at Leiden University and Radboud University Nijmegen.

In CREU, his research focuses on competencies, knowledge and skills that the next generation of professionals need so as to react to the expected increased importance of Germany for the Netherlands, both on a bilateral as well as a unilateral level, especially in the light of Brexit.
Research group members

Paul Shotton
Professionalization in public affairs
0.1 FTE
Dr Paul Shotton is Principal Lecturer in European Public Policy within the European Studies Programme at THUAS. Prior to working at THUAS Paul worked in Brussels as a Public Affairs Practitioner (lobbyist) for a number of blue chip companies. Paul lectures in European Public Policy with notable courses simulating EU decision-making and lobbying campaign design. Paul's research focuses on the Professionalisation of Public Affairs with the objective of promoting the definition of a body of knowledge for public affairs practitioners, developing courses and trainings for the profession as well as measuring impact and performance in public affairs.

Jennifer Smits-Kilgus
Public affairs and lobbying
0.2 FTE
Jennifer Smits-Kilgus is Lecturer of Public Affairs and Intercultural Management in the European Studies Programme. Jennifer previously served as a senior public affairs/government relations professional in the United States focusing on public policy, legislation, and strategic political communication. Before joining THUAS she was lecturer at the Avans University of Applied Sciences (2011-2018).

Stefania Marassi
How to strike a balance between employers’ health and safety legal obligations and employees’ right to data protection in Europe
0.2 FTE
Stefania Marassi is a lecturer and researcher in international and European labour law in the International and European Law Programme. Stefania conducts research on the use of new technologies (e.g. people analytics and wearables) in the workplace and the privacy-related implications under the GDPR. She has a Master Degree in European and International Law from the University of Trento (Italy) and an LL.M. in International and European Labour Law from the University of Tilburg (The Netherlands). In 2015, she published a book, “Globalization and Transnational Collective Labour Relations”. In 2017-2018 she worked as an independent expert in a European project led by ETUC and BusinessEurope on transnational company negotiations.
David Nederlof
Constitutional and historical view of the function of the European Council
0.2 FTE
David Nederlof is lecturer in European Union law at the International and European Law Programme. He is currently completing his Ph.D. thesis in the field of European constitutional law at the University of Amsterdam and holds master’s degree in both constitutional law and European Union law from the same University.

Peter Steenwijk
Anti-money laundering efforts in professional football in Europe
0.2 FTE
Peter Steenwijk is lecturer at the International Business Management Programme. Peter conducts research and delivers training for professionals on the broader topic of money-laundering and white-collar crimes in the EU.

Jolanda van der Vliet
Current and future (e.g. climate change induced migration) dilemmas in the migration context
0.2 FTE
Jolanda van der Vliet is lecturer and course coordinator of two courses on immigration law within the HBO-Rechten Programme and PhD candidate at the University of Leiden. Jolanda’s PhD research argues for an international hybrid law approach. This innovative approach allows for the development of solutions that can be sourced from environmental law, human rights law and refugee law and a combination thereof. The thesis aims to clarify for policy makers that different approaches of the problem lead to different legal solutions and that the law can be used in an instrumental way to solve protection problems for environmental refugees.

Tamara Takács
Rule of law promotion by the European Union
0.52 FTE
Dr Tamara Takács joined CREU in November 2019 as the research group coordinator and senior researcher. Tamara, a Hungarian national completed her doctoral dissertation (PhD) at Utrecht University School of Law. She was assistant professor at Utrecht University (2009-2011), adjunct associate professor at Washington College of Law (Washington, DC, USA) (Spring 2011), senior researcher at the T.M.C. Asser Institute (2011-2017) and senior lecturer at THUAS since 2017. She has provided legal and policy advice for international organisations (EC, OSCE, OSCE/ODIHR) and worked extensively with legal professionals in EU countries, South-East Europe, Ukraine, and the MENA region in the frame of trainings and collaborative research projects.
WHAT WE DO

Research directions/lines

The research group takes pride in the richness of angles that its members tackle the challenges of effective management of cross-border political, policy and societal issues with and within the European Union. In addressing these challenges, the research directions might be drawn up in the following bigger lines:

● Professionalization for local governments in EU matters
● Public affairs, professionalization of lobbying
● Policy areas and societal issues: developments in EU health policy, Artificial Intelligence and technology in labour law, migration and the EU, EU policies to fight corruption and money-laundering
● Critical voices: Euroscepticism in the EP and at Member States

Partners/networks

With respect to partners in the academic and professional field, the research group has made strides into enlarging its audience externally. The below overview showcases a selection of these partnerships that have brought CREU’s research activities closer to practitioners on the one hand, and in various occasions, to students as well.

In November CREU hosted an event at THUAS in cooperation with the Embassies of Estonia, Slovakia and Romania, to the Netherlands, that gave a truly unique insight in impressions and experiences of the Fall of the Berlin Wall. To commemorate the 30-year anniversary of this historic event, the Ambassadors of Estonia, Slovakia and Romania gave presentations, rather personal accounts of events unfolding in their respective countries that finally lead to the end of oppression.

In cooperation with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands and the British Embassy to The Netherlands, lectors Mendeltje van Keulen and Alanna O’Malley organised an event at THUAS on the UN after Brexit. The speakers discussed Britain’s possible strategies at the global scene after Brexit, and the opportunities that the shifts may offer for the EU and national administrations and diplomatic corps.

Jolanda van der Vliet cooperated with the Royal Holloway, University of London, on a project about Rectifying the

Research projects

During 2019 two flagship activities were carried out by the Centre involving researchers and interns. Both research projects resulted in publications and received wide coverage in terms of outreach. Due to the evident relevance of both projects to various professionals, such as policy-makers, civil servants but also students, these research project clearly illustrate the importance of exploration in the changing role of Europe.

“Wat doen ze daar eigenlijk?” A rare collection of interviews made with all Dutch MEPs showcasing their engagement in policy-making, interest representation in Brussels, and coordination with the national level. As a result, a book has been published, by Boom Bestuurskunde Wat doen ze daar eigenlijk? Gesprekken met Nederlandse Europarlementariërs.

“Verkeer(d) verbonden” – the Netherlands EU policy in practice: an inaugural lecture that culminated in a publication by Boom Bestuurskunde Professionals at companies and governments work daily on improving European rules, subsidies or partnerships. In the many interactions between the local, national and international level, there are sometimes mismatches. Such mismatches occur because the EU has its own language and sense of time or because otherwise good plans sometimes suffer from tunnel vision. The book wishes to offer a toolbox for getting a grip on these connections for a better translation and justification of, and connection with European policies and policy-makers. This collection is intended for anyone who wants to know more about how the European Union works in practice: as a citizen and voter, as a civil servant, student, teacher, manager or other stakeholder.
Protection Gap for ‘Climate Refugees’. In the frame of the project Jolanda chaired a panel and presented at a workshop in June 2019. She also wrote and submitted a chapter on *Climate-induced migration and the global compacts: connecting legal regimes*? toward an edited volume published by the project.

Mária Éva Földes strengthened ties with **DG Sante** of the **European Commission** by inviting a guest speaker to deliver a guest lecture at the Model European Parliament Project of the International and European Law programme, for a class of 300 Year-1 students. In addition, she was invited by DG Sante to attend the Global Vaccination Summit on 12 September 2019, in Brussels, co-organized by the European Commission and the World Health Organization. Mária Éva also participated the Annual Artificial Intelligence conference in Brussels, organized by **Forum Europe**.

Paul Shotton worked with **Oxfam Novib** on an Influence Network call for papers and a symposium. With the **BVPA**, he was involved in a professionalisation of public affairs project.

**Other partners in the professional field**: cooperation is taking place with The Hague’s academic coalition partners: Clingendael Institute, HCSS, Peace Palace, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Strategic department; West Wing, Policy and Operations Evaluations Department (IOB)), the Municipality of The Hague (International Affairs office), with platforms for local governments; Europa Decentraal, Platform 31, House of the Dutch Provinces, Province of Zuid-Holland.

**Research group results**

**Education and professionalization**: The research group contributes to the professionalization of students in many ways. Through its internship programme for THUAS students, it offers the possibility of deepening knowledge about EU affairs, gain experience in research and analysis and get exposure to the work field through the research groups’ expansive network. The research group involved four students in their final year of bachelor programmes as interns and research assistants over the course of 2019. These students did valuable work for the ongoing research and organization of events.

The researchers within the group are also lecturers within various programmes at THUAS: European Studies, International and European Law, HBO-Rechten, Bestruurkunde, International Business Management and strive to promote student research themselves, for example by means of case studies that contribute to their research portfolio, in which students where possible work in a multidisciplinary manner.

**Industry and Society**: lector Mendeltje van Keulen regularly conducts trainings for professionals such as civil servant trainees for Dutch Ministries. Contribution to research area: the attached publication list includes the titles with which the research group members engaged with and furthered practice-oriented research.

**Coming year**

The ambition of the research group Changing Role of Europe for 2020 is the following: to sharpen substantial focus and connect the mission and activities to the Centre of Expertise Global Governance, to acquire externally-funded projects in collaboration with the research groups connected to this Centre and to manage and promote applied research within THUAS and externally. CREU’s research and activities will actively contribute to the Centre’s research focusing on new actors and new solutions for global governance challenges from the perspective of linkages between the national and EU governance structures.
list of selected publications, activities

Books and Academic Journals


- Keulen, M. van, ‘Krachttraining of snelle pass? Werken aan invloed in het Europees Parlement’, Bundel 12 Montesquieu Instituut

- Keulen, M. van, Verkeer(d) Verbonden - Nederlands Europabeleid in de praktijk, Boom Bestuurskunde


- Lak, M., ‘De stiefkinderen van de Marshallhulp? De Truman Doctrine, het Marshallplan en Duitsland’ (national)


Educational activities

- Földes, M. É., EU Business Law course THUAS BRV International and European Law
- Földes, M. É., EU Consumer protection - course materials developed for Year 3 students THUAS BRV International and European Law
- Földes, M. É., EU Consumer protection - year 3 course THUAS BRV International and European Law
- Földes, M. É., EU Decision Making - mandatory course for Year 1 students THUAS BRV International and European Law
- Földes, M. É., EU Health Law - developing the course materials for this Year 3 specialized course THUAS BRV International and European Law
- Földes, M. É., EU Health Law - specialised course for Year 3 students THUAS BRV International and European Law
- Földes, M. É., Law and Technology minor - case study on EU Health law and technology regulation THUAS BRV International and European Law
- Földes, M. É., LLM thesis supervision on EU law topics THUAS BRV International and European Law
- Földes, M. É., Public Health and Animals - new module developed as part of curriculum development THUAS BRV International and European Law
- Földes, M. É., Social and economic rights in the EU and the UN systems - Year 3 course THUAS BRV International and European Law
- Hengel, G.C. van, Research on Culture Continuum in Curriculum for programme of European Studies
- Keulen, M. van, guest lectures: Bedrijfskunde, Minor Koninkrijksrelaties, Bestuurskunde, International Public Management, European Studies
- Keulen, M. van, supervision five theses (‘dissertation’) European Studies
- Lak, M., supervision of theses Public specialization European Studies M&O ES
- Lak, M., Powerhaus Germany course THUAS M&O ES
- Pijlman, P., advice for the assessment of the course Democracy in the EU
- Pijlman, P., EP in the class, THUAS M&O ES
- Shotton, P.A., drafted proposal for a MA Public Affairs THUAS
- Shotton, P.A., minor: Campaigning and Lobbying in the EU, THUAS M&O ES
- Shotton, P.A., revision and update of minor on campaigning and lobbying in the European Union, THUAS ES
- Takacs, T., work field Committee European Studies THUAS M&O ES
- Vliet, J.M.M. van der, “Klimaatnerds” [Podcast #3] Jolanda van der Vliet - PhD student climate refugees
- Vliet, J.M.M. van der, guest lecture ‘Environmental Refugees’ for the minor ‘Many Faces of Globalization’, Faculty Technology, Innovation & Society; programme “Ruimtelijke Ontwikkeling”
- Vliet, J.M.M. van der, guest lecture on immigration issues in the Caribbean parts of the Kingdom from the Law of the minor Kingdom Affairs, THUAS BRV Public Administration / Government Management Dual
- Nederlof, D: EU Public Law Year 2 course, THUAS BRV International and European Law
- Brinkman, F.J., interview students for profile work piece
- Marassi, S, EU Employment Law course THUAS BRV International and European Law
Professional Field

- Keulen, M. van, 2 advisory talks State Committee on the Parliamentary System (Remkes Committee) (national)
- Keulen, M. van, advisory process HEUA Municipality of The Hague (national)
- Keulen, M. van, Brown Bag Lunch: Europa (national)
- Keulen, M. van, expert lecture at the International Affairs Department (national)
- Keulen, M. van, Interview Leids Universitair Blad (national)
- Keulen, M. van, lecture Committee of the Regions NL delegation (national)
- Keulen, M. van, lecture on the EU for a group of civil servants at the Clingendael Institute (national)
- Keulen, M. van, lecture on the embedding of EU work in its own organization for the Dutch delegation of the EU Committee of the Regions (national)
- Keulen, M. van, member of the European Election Program D66 Sounding Board Group 2019-2023 (national)
- Keulen, M. van, co-reader WRR report “European variations” (September 2018) (national)
- Smits - Kilgus, J.A., presentation of CREU Strategic Public Affairs Toolkit (national)

Public Events

- Aalberts, C.E., Wat is het Europees Parlement? (National)
- Aalberts, C.E., Zeven vragen over het Europees Parlement (national)
- Földes, M. É., EU Data Protection rules: limiting or facilitating the application of wearables at work and in patient care? (International)
- Földes, M. É., The role of domestic constitutional courts in promoting equity in healthcare: lessons from Hungary (international)
- Hengel, G.C. van, Tuning into the Noise of Europe (international)
- Keulen, M. van, 30 Years After: a debate on the Fall of the Berlin Wall and its consequences (national)
- Keulen, M. van, Are you ready to talk Europe in The Hague? (National)
- Keulen, M. van, Contribution research community M&O with lecture about my work (national)
- Keulen, M. van, presentation book “De Haagse Hogeschool: Verkeerd Verbonden” (national)
- Keulen, M. van, presentation book “Verkeerd Verbonden” (national)
Keulen, M. van, presentation book “Wat doen ze daar eigenlijk? Gesprekken met Nederlandse Europarlementariërs” (national)

Keulen, M. van, “Brussel voor Beginners” at Theater De Veste, Delft (national)

Keulen, M. van, College EU lobbying vak bij European Studies (national)

Keulen, M. van, College Europa in de Praktijk voor het Europa Instituut van de Universiteit Leiden (national)

Keulen, M. van, College Instituut Clingendael: Haagse beïnvloeding van EU-beleid (national)

Keulen, M. van, Congress “70 jaar van Den Haag”, conference session in D66 Rotterdam commissioned by European Movement International (national)

Keulen, M. van, co-lecture on Prof. Frank Furedi as a guest in the Speakers Corner via De Zinnen and Guido van Hengel / ES (international)

Keulen, M. van, Social Science Teachers’ Day bij ProDemos- workshop (national)

Keulen, M. van, EU Policy Dialogue and Stakeholders Meeting National Parliaments (international)

Keulen, M. van, EU college Government trainee training (national)

Keulen, M. van, EU conference Ministries SZW, VWS, OCW (national)

Keulen, M. van, EU Election Night Nieuwspoort (national)

Keulen, M. van, EU Expert lecture ERAC Brussel (national)

Keulen, M. van, EU guest lecture Business Administration (national)

Keulen, M. van, EU guest lecture Minor Kingdom Affairs (national)

Keulen, M. van, EU guest lecture ProDemos (national)

Keulen, M. van, EU in the professional field - Contribution to NIG Career Day (international)

Keulen, M. van, “EU in progress” master class (national)

Keulen, M. van, EU lecture at ProDemos (national)

Keulen, M. van, EU lecture on social science teacher day by ProDemos (national)

Keulen, M. van, EU lecture anniversary “HYPE Congress” (national)

Keulen, M. van, EU lecture Leiden City Hall (international)

Keulen, M. van, EU Lecture Northern provinces Assen (national)

Keulen, M. van, EU lecture city congress D66 Rotterdam (national)

Keulen, M. van, EU lecture for KNB notaries (national)

Keulen, M. van, EU master class Instituut Clingendael (national)

Keulen, M. van, EU master class Polonia.eu (international)

Keulen, M. van, Executive Training Mastering the power of the Purse Brussel (international)

Keulen, M. van, guest lecture public administration 3rd year on The Administrative Map of the EU (national)

Keulen, M. van, guest lecture European Public Policy (international)

Keulen, M. van, guest lecture European Studies via Brigitte Broersma (national)

Keulen, M. van, guest lecture “Europees Recht” Leiden (national)

Keulen, M. van, guest lecture "Master Bestuur en Beleid voor Professionals” USBO Utrecht (national)

Keulen, M. van, “Haags returntje Brussel”: lecture on farewell to Frans van Bork at the municipality of The Hague, International Affairs (national)

Keulen, M. van, Influence of EU policy in The Hague (national)
● Keulen, M. van, How does the EU work? Interactive seminar in The Lighthouse (international)

● Keulen, M. van, Intermezzo congress “Lef Loont voor Facility Management” (national)

● Keulen, M. van, interview in room for Flemish audience (international)

● Keulen, M. van, lecture “European defence policy in parliaments”, Villa Schifanoia, Florence, together with Han ten Broeke (VVD Member of Parliament) (international)

● Keulen, M. van, lecture and practice; Hague influence on EU policy in Orientation to the EU of the Clingendael Institute (national)

● Keulen, M. van, lecture in the context of the Dutch Insights program of The Lighthouse (national)

● Keulen, M. van, lecture Provincial administrators and officials, Northern Netherlands, Brussels (national)

● Keulen, M. van, lecture for the editorial board of the Parliamentary Documentation Center (national)

● Keulen, M. van, lecture for Press Center Nieuwsvoort (national)

● Keulen, M. van, Lobbying & Advocacy in the EU via the capitals (international)

● Keulen, M. van, “Making the treaty provisions work: parliaments 10 years after Lisbon” (international)

● Keulen, M. van, master class "Brussel via het Binnenhof” (national)

● Keulen, M. van, master class "Brussel via het Binnenhof” for the employees of Dröge and Van Drimmelen Public Affairs (national)

● Keulen, M. van, master class DGES Ministerie Buitenlandse Zaken (national)

● Keulen, M. van, master class EU Public Affairs Academie (national)

● Keulen, M. van, master class How does the EU work for visiting students University of Minneapolis (international)

● Keulen, M. van, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, DG European Affairs, masterclass EU affairs (national)

● Keulen, M. van, minor Public Governance; guest lecture on “Europa aan het Binnenhof” through Leo Huizinga (national)

● Keulen, M. van, breakfast session Brexit, private event of experts at Clingendael Institute (international)

● Keulen, M. van, paper presentation How to Benelux - The Netherlands in the Benelux cooperation, Academic paper presented at the Benelux conference, 8 April, Luxemburg (international)

● Keulen, M. van, Probus Putten department; lecture and discussion about the EU (national)

● Keulen, M. van, “Retourje Brussel-Den Haag”: The Netherlands in the EU (national)

● Keulen, M. van, "Retourje Brussel"; influencing EU policy for local government; lecture in the hall of VNG building (national)

● Keulen, M. van, Government trainee training: scenario exercise Future of the EU (national)

● Keulen, M. van, scenario exercise European future (national)

● Keulen, M. van, scenario exercise Future of the EU for Hartman Young Professionals for Europe (national)

● Keulen, M. van, seminar “Who wants to be a part of Europe?” Discussion about the Balkans in the Speakers Corner (international)

● Keulen, M. van, Speech College of Europe Alumni Association Netherlands (national)

● Keulen, M. van, student simulation 70 years Congress of The Hague in the Speakers Corner (international)

● Keulen, M. van, The United Nations After Brexit (international)

● Keulen, M. van, two guest lessons at ROC Mondriaan: what is the European Union? (national)
Keulen, M. van, two workshops influencing EU policy for Public Affairs Course, Leiden University (national)

Keulen, M. van, Van EGKS naar energie van nu (national)

Keulen, M. van, Verkeer(d) verbonden? seminar for EU liaisons from policy practice (national)

Keulen, M. van, webinar Europe in the World for Pieter de Vos, lecturer commercial economy in India (international)

Keulen, M. van, Wie is wij in Europa? Debat De Tussenruimte (national)

Keulen, M. van, workshop in Clingendael EU course (national)

Keulen, M. van, workshop THNKFST with 4 lecturers in Global Governance in the Innovation Playground (national)

Lak, M., 'An introduction to Dutch society and politics' (international)


Lo Bianco, S., “EU Simulatie: de Europe2020 strategie” (national)

Lo Bianco, S., Social Sciences and Methodologies: an Epistemological Approach (national)

Lo Bianco, S., The Schengen Roadmap: adapting EU’s justice and home affairs to new challenges (international)

Marassi, S., New technologies: a threat to employees’ right to data protection or a saviour of health and safety at work? (International)

Marassi, S., Securing health and safety at work in the digital age while safeguarding employees’ privacy and data protection (international)

Shotton, P.A., Chairing Dutch Insights debate (international)

Shotton, P.A., Oxfam Novib event: What are social norms? (international)

Shotton, P.A., Public affairs expert roundtable on measuring success in Public affairs (international)


Steenwijk, P.J.W., promoting and supporting Good Governance in the European Football Agents Industry. Workshop Malmö (international)

Steenwijk, P.J.W., workshop Complex structures as refuge for money launderers (national)

Steenwijk, P.J.W., presentations money laundering and terrorist financing (national)

Steenwijk, P.J.W., workshop Risk management and financial regulation (national)

Steenwijk, P.J.W., expert conversation with Financial Information Unit about money laundering risks in the football sector
Media

- Takacs, T., Europe in working practice CREUvent 2020 (international)
- Vliet, J.M.M. van der, guest lecture ‘Environmental Refugees’ for the minor ‘Many Faces of Globalization’ (national)
- Vliet, J.M.M. van der, Immigration problems in the Caribbean parts of the Kingdom from the Law of the minor Kingdom Affairs (national)
- Vliet, J.M.M. van der, Environmental defense against Shell (national)
- Vliet, J.M.M. van der, workshop ‘Rectifying the Protection Gap for ‘Climate Refugees’ (international)
- Aalberts, C.E., Brusselse stemtips (national)
- Aalberts, C.E., In Betrouwbare Bronnen: (wan)prestaties in het Europees Parlement (national)
- Hengel, G.C. van, Van herdenken worden we slimmer (Article NRC Handelsblad) (national)
- Keulen, M. van, De HBO’s verdienen meer waardering Op.Ed. In: Trouw (national)
- Keulen, M. van, EU -expert BNR radio Ask me Anything (national)
- Keulen, M. van, EU-commentator Radio 1 (national)
- Keulen, M. van, Interview NOS: "Als de Green Deal doorgaat merken we er heel veel van" (national) radio interview NOS
- Keulen, M. van, Interview: Wat doet Europa voor ons? In: Algemeen Dagblad (national)
- Steenwijk, P.J.W., NRC Handelsblad, “Rabobank weert clubs betaald voetbal als klant” (national)
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